
FlexQube receives the largest order so far in Germany
A German automotive supplier places an order worth 1.8 Million SEK for over 250 FlexQube material handling carts to be used in a new
distribution center. 

A global automotive and industrial supplier has ordered a total of 9 different cart designs from FlexQube to be used with the STILL Liftrunner
tugger train system.  STILL GmbH who makes the Liftrunner system is an official sales- and distribution partner of FlexQube. The majority of
the carts will be used to transport and store cardboard materials for their distribution center operations. The delivery will take place during
quarter 1, 2018.

Anders Fogelberg, CEO of FlexQube comments: “This order is an important milestone for us on the German market. Our intentions and
objectives for the German markets are clear and serious. We will strive to become the market leader and improve our market share greatly
over the next years. This is a good example of how mutually beneficiary the relationship with STILL GmbH is and how the need for flexibility
spreads from manufacturing plants to also distribution centers. We look forward to working with such a global industrial and automotive
supplier in Germany going forward”.

For more information, contact CEO Anders Fogelberg

anders.fogelberg@flexqube.com
+46 702 86 06 74

www.flexqube.com

About FlexQube

FlexQube is a company that offers a unique and patented concept that is used to design and deliver robust, modular and flexible carts and
racks. The company has manufacturing in Sweden and USA and distribution in North America and in Europe. On December 14, 2017, the
company was listed on the Nasdaq First North in Sweden.

FlexQube has some of the world’s largest manufacturers within automotive-, energy-, defense-, aerospace-, home appliances-, and
construction machinery among their customers. Some examples are Volvo Cars, Autoliv, Dräxlmaier, Scania, Whirlpool, Eberspächer and
Oshkosh. 


